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Phased-Array Radar Design is a text-reference designed for electrical engineering
graduate students in colleges and universities as well as for corporate in-house training
programs for radar design engineers, especially systems engineers and analysts who
would like to gain hands-on, practical knowledge and skills in radar design
fundamentals, advanced radar concepts, trade-offs for radar design and radar
performance analysis.
The field of microwave engineering has undergone a radical transformation in recent
years, as commercial wireless endeavors overtook defense and government work. The
modern microwave and RF engineer must be knowledgeable about customer
expectations, market trends, manufacturing technologies, and factory models to a
degree that is unprecedented. Unf
The United States Navy needs creative ways to design multi-function phased array
radars. This thesis proposes that Genetic Algorithms, computer programs that mimic
natural selection to arrive at innovative solutions to complex problems, would be
particularly well suited to this task. The ability of a Genetic Algorithm to properly predict
the behavior of an array antenna with randomly located elements was examined with
encouraging results through the construction and measurement of a test array.
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Comparison of test data to Genetic Algorithm and Method of Moments calculations
showed significant qualitative agreement in the antenna test patterns of a thin,
randomly distributed array. Areas of disagreement between the test article pattern and
the calculated ones were traced to systematic errors in the anechoic chamber and
alignment error during antenna positioning. The final experiment to demonstrate beam
steering was not completed due to lack of time and poor response of mechanical phase
shifters. Despite the inability to demonstrate beam steering, the early experiments
demonstrate the significant potential for using Genetic Algorithms for complex
shipboard phased array radar antenna design.
Radar Hydrology: Principles, Models, and Applications provides graduate students,
operational forecasters, and researchers with a theoretical framework and practical
knowledge of radar precipitation estimation. The only text on the market solely devoted
to radar hydrology, this comprehensive reference: Begins with a brief introduction to
radar Focuses on the processing of radar data to arrive at accurate estimates of rainfall
Addresses advanced radar sensing principles and applications Covers radar
technologies for observing each component of the hydrologic cycle Examines state-ofthe-art hydrologic models and their inputs, parameters, state variables, calibration
procedures, and outputs Discusses contemporary approaches in data assimilation
Concludes with methods, case studies, and prediction system design Includes
downloadable MATLAB® content Flooding is the #1 weather-related natural disaster
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worldwide. Radar Hydrology: Principles, Models, and Applications aids in
understanding the physical systems and detection tools, as well as designing prediction
systems.
This book covers terahertz antenna technology for imaging and sensing, along with its
various applications. The authors discuss the use of terahertz frequency and
photoconductive antenna technology for imaging applications, such as biological and
bio-medical applications, non-destructive inspection of fabrics and plastics, analysis of
hydration levels or detecting the presence of metallic components in samples, and
detecting a variety of materials with unique spectral fingerprints in the terahertz
frequency range, such as different types of explosives or several compounds used in
the fabrication of medicines. Provides a comprehensive review of terahertz source and
detector for imaging and sensing; Discusses photoconductive antenna technology for
imaging and sensing; Presents modalities for improving the photoconductive dipole
antenna performance for imaging and sensing; Explores applications in tomographic
imaging, art conservation and the pharmaceutical and aerospace industries.
This book presents the detailed analytical formulation for the RCS of parallel-fed linear
dipole array in the presence of mutual coupling. The radar cross section (RCS) of an
object represents its electromagnetic (EM) scattering properties for a given incident
wave. The analysis of scattered field is critical in military and defence arenas, especially
while designing low-observable platforms. It is well-known that the presence of an
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antenna/array on the target influences its echo area significantly. The primary cause for
such scattering of the incident signals is reflection that occurs within the antenna
aperture and its feed network. In this book, the RCS estimation is done based on the
signal path within the antenna system. The scattered field is expressed in terms of
array design parameters including the reflection and transmission coefficients. The
computed results show the variation in the RCS pattern with and without mutual
coupling. The effect of finite dipole-length, inter-element spacing, scan angle, array
configuration, amplitude distribution and terminating load impedance on the RCS
pattern is studied. It is shown that the array RCS can be controlled by choosing
optimum design parameters, including terminating impedance and geometric
configuration. This book explains each step of the RCS estimation and analysis of
dipole array with detailed schematics, tables and illustrations. Moreover, it includes
parametric analysis of RCS estimation and control. This book provides an insight into
the phenomenon of scattering within the phased array system.

This comprehensive text on antenna theory explains the origin of radiation and
discusses antenna parameters in-depth This book offers an in-depth coverage of
fundamental antenna theory, and shows how to apply this in practice. The author
discusses electromagnetic radiation and antenna characteristics such as
impedance, radiation pattern, polarization, gain and efficiency. In addition, the
book provides readers with the necessary tools for analyzing complex antennas
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and for designing new ones. Furthermore, a refresher chapter on vector algebra,
including gradient, divergence and curl operation is included. Throughout the
book ample examples of employing the derived theory are given and all chapters
are concluded with problems, giving the reader the opportunity to test his/her
acquired knowledge. Key Features: Covers the mathematical and physical
background that is needed to understand electromagnetic radiation and antennas
Discusses the origin of radiation and provides an in-depth explanation of antenna
parameters Explores all the necessary steps in antenna analysis allowing the
reader to understand and analyze new antenna structures Contains a chapter on
vector algebra, which is often a stumbling block for learners in this field Includes
examples and a list of problems at the end of each chapter Accompanied by a
website containing solutions to the problems (for instructors) and CST modeling
files (www.wiley.com/go/visser_antennas This book will serve as an invaluable
reference for advanced (last year Bsc, Msc) students in antenna and RF
engineering, wireless communications, electrical engineering, radio engineers
and other professionals needing a reference on antenna theory. It will also be of
interest to advanced/senior radio engineers, designers and developers.
How does the field of optical engineering impact biotechnology? Perhaps for the
first time, Applied Optics Fundamentals and Device Applications: Nano, MOEMS,
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and Biotechnology answers that question directly by integrating coverage of the
many disciplines and applications involved in optical engineering, and then
examining their applications in nanobiotechnology. Written by a senior U.S. Army
research scientist and pioneer in the field of optical engineering, this book
addresses the exponential growth in materials, applications, and cross-functional
relevance of the many convergent disciplines making optical engineering
possible, including nanotechnology, MEMS, (MOEMS), and biotechnology.
Integrates Coverage of MOEMS, Optics, and Nanobiotechnology—and Their
Market Applications Providing an unprecedented interdisciplinary perspective of
optics technology, this book describes everything from core principles and
fundamental relationships, to emerging technologies and practical application of
devices and systems—including fiber-optic sensors, integrated and electro-optics,
and specialized military applications. The author places special emphasis on:
Fiber sensor systems Electro-optics and acousto-optics Optical computing and
signal processing Optical device performance Thin film magnetic memory MEMS,
MOEMS, nano- and bionanotechnologies Optical diagnostics and imaging
Integrated optics Design constraints for materials, manufacturing, and application
space Bridging the technology gaps between interrelated fields, this reference is
a powerful tool for students, engineers and scientists in the electrical, chemical,
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mechanical, biological, aerospace, materials, and optics fields. Its value also
extends to applied physicists and professionals interested in the relationships
between emerging technologies and cross-disciplinary opportunities. Author Mark
A. Mentzer is a pioneer in the field of optical engineering. He is a senior research
scientist at the U.S. Army Research Laboratory in Maryland. Much of his current
work involves extending the fields of optical engineering and solid state physics
into the realm of biochemistry and molecular biology, as well as structured
research in biophotonics.
Phased-Array Radar DesignApplication of Radar FundamentalsIET
'Proceedings of the 26th Conference of Spacecraft TT&C Technology in China'
collects selected papers from the 26th Conference of Spacecraft TT&C
Technology in China held in Nanjing on October 16-19, 2012. The book features
state-of-the-art studies on spacecraft TT&C in China with the theme of “Shared
and Flexible TT&C Systems”. The selected works can help promote the
technologies in standardization, informatization, communication networks and
intelligence. Researchers and engineers in the field of aerospace engineering
and communication engineering can benefit from the book. SHEN Rongjun is the
Academician of Chinese Academy of Engineering; QIAN Weiping is the Director
General of Beijing Institute of Tracking and Telecommunications Technology.
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A comprehensive guide to state-of-the-art phased array-based systems and
applications First developed in 1937 to help improve communication links
between the United States and the United Kingdom, phased arrays have evolved
far beyond their original purpose. In addition to their value in radio
communications, phased arrays are now a vital component in national defense,
space exploration, astronomy, and electronic warfare. Phased Array-Based
Systems and Applications was written for researchers and engineers with a
professional interest in phased array-based systems. Timely, authoritative, and
comprehensive, it discusses the most current uses of phased arrays (operating at
cm and mm wavelengths) in radar, radio astronomy, remote sensing, electronic
warfare, spectrum surveillance, and communications. This exploration of systems
that share the same principles and perform similar functions helps phased array
users in all these fields learn more about the systems and applications in which
they specialize. More important, the complementary nature of a variety of
sensors is emphasized throughout the book. While his consistent focus is on
practical applications, the author also provides generous coverage of basic
theoretical principles to help readers understand the systems trade-offs made in
the design of various phased arrays. An indispensable professional resource for
radar and antenna engineers, Phased Array-Based Systems and Applications is
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also a superior graduate-level text for students in these fields.
Over 3.400 total pages ... Includes: Electronic Warfare and Radar Systems
Engineering Handbook, 2013, 455 pages Electronic Warfare and Radar Systems
Engineering Handbook, 2012, 399 pages Electronic Warfare and Radar Systems
Engineering Handbook, 1999, 287 pages Electronic Warfare and Radar Systems
Engineering Handbook, 1997, 602 pages Electronic Warfare Fundamentals,
2000, 351 pages Radar Fundamentals Student Guide Volume II, no date, 355
pages Principles of Naval Weapons Systems, no date, 351 pages Electronic
Warfare, U.S. Marine Corps, 2002, 73 pages Marine Corps Warfighting
Publication (MCWP) 6-22, Communications and Information Systems, 1999, 146
pages Marine Corps Warfighting Publication (MCWP) 6-22D, Field Antenna
Handbook, 1999, 146 pages, 192 pages Plan / Design / Layout Of Satellite
Communication Systems, 1994, 169 pages
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the First International
Conference on Intelligent Technologies and Applications, INTAP 2018, held in
Bahawalpur, Pakistan, in October 2018. The 68 revised full papers and 6 revised
short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 251
submissions. The papers of this volume are organized in topical sections on AI
and health; sentiment analysis; intelligent applications; social media analytics;
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business intelligence;Natural Language Processing; information extraction;
machine learning; smart systems; semantic web; decision support systems;
image analysis; automated software engineering.
This highly-anticipated second edition of an Artech House classic covers several
key radar analysis areas: the radar range equation, detection theory, ambiguity
functions, waveforms, antennas, active arrays, receivers and signal processors,
CFAR and chaff analysis. Readers will be able to predict the detection
performance of a radar system using the radar range equation, its various
parameters, matched filter theory, and Swerling target models. The performance
of various signal processors, single pulse, pulsed Doppler, LFM, NLFM, and
BPSK, are discussed, taking into account factors including MTI processing,
integration gain, weighting loss and straddling loss. The details of radar analysis
are covered from a mathematical perspective, with in-depth breakdowns of radar
performance in the presence of clutter. Readers will be able to determine the
nose temperature of a multi-channel receiver as it is used in active arrays. With
the addition of three new chapters on moving target detectors, inverse synthetic
aperture radar (ISAR) and constant false alarm rate (CFAR) and new MATLAB
codes, this expanded second edition will appeal to the novice as well as the
experienced practitioner.
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This book presents in-depth information on a variety of the latest developments in
modern printed-circuit antennas written by several prominent authors in the field.
This book consists of nine chapters covering a wide range of recent research
topics. The topics covered include low-profile metamaterial-based adaptive
beamforming techniques, high performance meta-surface antennas, fractal
antennas, reconfigurable antennas for 5G systems operating at 60 GHz, radiation
pattern synthesis of planar arrays using parasitic patches fed by a small number
of active elements, decoupled and de-scattered monopole MIMO antenna arrays
with orthogonal radiation patterns, ultra-wide band antennas with defected
ground plane and microstrip line fed for Wi-Fi/Wi-Max/DCS/5G/satellite
communications, and design, fabrication, and characterization of wearable textile
antennas with high body-antenna isolation.
This volume, RF and Microwave Applications and Systems, includes a wide
range of articles that discuss RF and microwave systems used for
communication and radar and heating applications. Commercial, avionics,
medical, and military applications are addressed. An overview of commercial
communications systems is provided. Past, current, and emerging cellular
systems, navigation systems, and satellite-based systems are discussed.
Specific voice and data commercial systems are investigated more thoroughly in
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individual chapters that follow. Detailed discussions of military electronics,
avionics, and radar (both military and automotive) are provided in separate
chapters. A chapter focusing on FR/microwave energy used for therapeutic
medicine is also provided. Systems considerations including thermal,
mechanical, reliability, power management, and safety are discussed in separate
chapters. Engineering processes are also explored in articles about corporate
initiatives, cost modeling, and design reviews. The book closes with a discussion
of the underlying physics of electromagnetic propagation and interference. In
addition to new chapters on WiMAX and broadband cable, nearly every existing
chapter features extensive updates and several were completely rewritten to
reflect the massive changes areas such as radio navigation and electronic
warfare.
Discover a modern approach to the analysis, modeling and design of high
sensitivity phased arrays. Network theory, numerical methods and computational
electromagnetic simulation techniques are uniquely combined to enable full
system analysis and design optimization. Beamforming and array signal
processing theory are integrated into the treatment from the start. Digital signal
processing methods such as polyphase filtering and RFI mitigation are described,
along with technologies for real-time hardware implementation. Key concepts
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from interferometric imaging used in radio telescopes are also considered. A
basic development of theory and modeling techniques is accompanied by
problem sets that guide readers in developing modeling codes that retain the
simplicity of the classical array factor method while incorporating mutual coupling
effects and interactions between elements. Combining current research trends
with pedagogical material suitable for a first-year graduate course, this is an
invaluable resource for students, teachers, researchers, and practicing
RF/microwave and antenna design engineers.
Introduction to reflectarray antennas -- Analysis and design of reflectarray
elements -- System design and aperture efficiency analysis -- Radiation analysis
techniques -- Bandwidth of reflectarray antennas -- Reflectarray design examples
-- Broadband and multi-band reflectarray antennas -- Terahertz, infrared, and
optical reflectarray antennas -- Multi-beam and shaped-beam reflectarray
antennas -- Beam-scanning reflectarray antennas -- Reflectarray engineering and
emerging applications
The design and development of low radar cross section (RCS) phased array has been
a challenging subject in stealth technology. The frequency selective surface elements
act as absorbers in specific frequency band and facilitate gain enhancement and
reduction of antenna RCS. This book presents a comprehensive EM design and
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analysis of such low-profile patch arrays with high impedance surface-based ground
plane. It explains how to determine radiation mode RCS of low-profile antenna arrays
with arbitrary configurations. Detailed descriptions of design, workflow of determining
radiation and scattering behavior of antenna arrays have been supported with
schematics, tables, and illustrations. Aimed at engineers and researchers for RCS,
antenna engineers and graduate students in electrical engineering and
electromagnetics, it • Discusses both radiation and scattering features of both planar
and conformal HIS-based low profile antennas • Describes the theoretical background,
design, simulations and analysis of low RCS phased array in detail • Presents the
physics behind the resultant radiation and scattering characteristics of designed
antenna array • Helps readers understand design and analysis of low RCS antenna
array without any degradation in its radiation performance • Includes figures,
schematics and illustrations to provide comprehensive descriptions of both radiation
and scattering characteristics of phased arrays of different configurations
The Multifunction Phased Array Radar (MPAR) is one potentially cost-effective solution
to meet the surveillance needs and of several agencies currently using decades-old
radar networks. These agencies including the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration s (NOAA) National Weather Service (NWS), the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), the Department of Defense (DOD) and the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) have many and varied requirements and possible
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applications of modern radar technology. This book analyzes what is lacking in the
current system, the relevant capabilities of phased array technology, technical
challenges, cost issues, and compares possible alternatives. Both specific and
overarching recommendations are outlined.
Written by a leading expert in the field, this practical new resource presents the
fundamentals of electromagnetics and antenna technology. This book covers the
design, electromagnetic simulation, fabrication, and measurements for various types of
antennas, including impedance matching techniques and beamforming for
ultrawideband dipoles, monopoles, loops, vector sensors for direction finding, HF
curtain arrays, 3D printed nonplanar patch antenna arrays, waveguides for portable
radar, reflector antennas, and other antennas. It explores the essentials of phased
array antennas and includes detailed derivations of important field equations, and a
detailed formulation of the method of moments. This resource exhibits essential
derivations of equations, providing readers with a strong foundation of the
underpinnings of electromagnetics and antennas. It includes a complete chapter on the
details of antenna and electromagnetic test and measurement. This book explores
details on 3D printed non-planar circular patch array antenna technology and the
design and analysis of a planar array-fed axisymmetric gregorian reflector. The lumpedelement impedance matched antennas are examined and include a look at an analytic
impedance matching solution with a parallel LC network. This book provides key insight
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into many aspects of antenna technology that have broad applications in radar and
communications.
Based on the author's extensive research at MIT Lincoln Laboratory, this authoritative
resource offers an in-depth description of adaptive array design, emphasizing the RF
characteristics, mutual coupling among elements, and field testing methods. It provides
you with proven techniques for challenging projects involving radar, communication
systems and antenna design. For the first time in any book, you find design guidance
on specialized types of arrays, using monopole radiating elements, slotted cylinders
and ultrawideband dipoles. Moreover, this unique book presents a focused near-field
technique that quantifies the far-field performance of large aperture radar systems and
communication systems. The book presents example prototype phased array antennas,
including discussions on monopole phased arrays, finite and infinite array analyses,
measurements for planar arrays of monopole elements. Further, you get a detailed
explanation of focused near-field polarization characteristics of monopole arrays as
related to adaptive array testing in the near field. From the fundamentals of adaptive
antennas and degrees of freedom for multiple beam antennas and phased arrays… to a
test bed monopole phased array and the planar near field testing technique… to arrays
of horizontally polarized loop-fed slotted cylinder antennas and ultrawideband dipole
arrays, this comprehensive book offers you invaluable, hands-on knowledge for your
work in the field.
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Practical ultrawideband phased array technology used in airborne and ground-based
systems applications.
An in-depth treatment of array phenomena and all aspects of phased array analysis
and design Phased Array Antennas, Second Edition is a comprehensive reference on
the vastly evolving field of array antennas. The Second Edition continues to provide an
in-depth evaluation of array phenomena with a new emphasis on developments that
have occurred in the field over the past decade. The book offers the same detailed
coverage of all practical and theoretical aspects of phased arrays as the first edition,
but it now includes: New chapters on array-fed reflector antennas; connected arrays;
and reflect arrays and retrodirective arrays Brand-new coverage of artificial magnetic
conductors, and Bode matching limitations A clear explanation of the common
misunderstanding of scan element pattern measurement, along with appropriate
equations In-depth coverage of finite array Gibbsian models, photonic feeding and time
delay, waveguide simulators, and beam orthogonality The book is complemented with a
multitude of original curves and tables that illustrate how particular behaviors were
derived from the author's hundreds of programs developed over the past forty years.
Additionally, numerous computer design algorithms and numerical tips are included
throughout the book to help aid in readers' comprehension. Phased Array Antennas,
Second Edition is an ideal resource for antenna design engineers, radar engineers,
PCS engineers, and communications engineers, or any professional who works to
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develop radar and telecommunications systems. It also serves as a valuable textbook
for courses in phased array design and theory at the upper-undergraduate and
graduate levels.
This volume covers the various sensors related to automotive and aerospace sectors,
discussing their properties as well as how they are realized, calibrated and deployed.
Written by experts in the field, it provides a ready reference to product developers,
researchers and students working on sensor design and fabrication, and provides
perspective on both current and future research.
This definitive book supplies the information needed to specify and design a
multifunction array radar system. With minimal mathematics, the book shows how
radars smaller in aperture and power can meet demands formerly conceived for the
larger rotating and phased array radars.
Due to the given requirements and the large number of elements, Transmit / Receive
(T/R) Modules form the key elements of modern active phased array antennas. General
requirements for airborne and space-borne applications are low mass and high
efficiency of the modules. Systems with synthetic aperture radar (SAR) need dual
polarisation capability to increase the SAR system performance, additionally. The
actual design of a T/R Module demonstrator for a future military earth observation
satellite with a synthetic aperture radar will be presented. To meet the requirements for
miniaturisation highly integrated components have to be used. The RF performance will
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be met by monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMICs) in Gallium Arsenide
(GaAs) technology. Different devices in various technologies will be presented, as well
as their performance parameters. Besides the RF components, the digital control
electronics have to be miniaturised as well. These circuits are realised in MCM-D
technology, i.e. multi chip modules, using bare chips, on AI2O3 substrate in thinfilm
technology. Modern assembly technologies like Flip Chip mounting will be applied. Two
different T/R Module technology demonstrators, designed and developed by DaimlerBenz Aerospace, SI Sicherungstechnik will be presented.
This book presents high-quality papers from the Seventh Asia International Symposium
on Mechatronics (AISM 2019). It discusses the latest technological trends and
advances in electromechanical coupling and environmental adaptability design for
electronic equipment, sensing and measurement, mechatronics in manufacturing and
automation, micro-mechatronics, energy harvesting & storage, robotics, automation and
control systems. It includes papers based on original theoretical, practical and
experimental simulations, development, applications, measurements, and testing. The
applications and solutions discussed here provide excellent reference material for
future product developments.
Advanced Array Systems, Applications and RF Technologies adopts a holistic view of
arrays used in radar, electronic warfare, communications, remote sensing and
radioastronomy. Radio frequency [RF] and intermediate frequency [IF] signal
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processing is assuming a fundamental importance, owing to its increasing ability to
multiply a system's capabilities in a cost-effective manner. This book comprehensively
covers the important front-end RF subsystems of active phased arrays, so offering
array designers new and exciting opportunities in signal processing. This book: *
provides an up to date record of existing systems from different applications * explores
array systems under development * bridges the gap between textbook coverage of
idealized phased arrays and practical knowledge of working phased arrays * recognises
the significance of cost to the realization of phased arrays * discusses future advances
in the field that promise to deliver even more affordable arrays ['intelligent' or selffocussing/-cohering arrays] Engineers and scientists in the radar and RF technology
industry will welcome the detailed description of array elements, polarisers, T/R
modules and beamformers in Advanced Array Systems, Applications and RF
Technologies. This book is also appropriate for postgraduate and advanced
undergraduate students in electronic engineering, and for technical managers,
researchers and students in the fields of radioastronomy and remote sensing. This
book is a volume in the Signal Processing and its Applications series, edited by Richard
Green and Truong Nguyen.
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